Digital Fun/ Workshops
Learning the Technology
The use of technology can be a frightful activity for individuals that have not been exposed to ways
it could be fun.
A series of workshops for interested individuals are being provided as a service activity from an
accomplished retired professional that has spent a career being exposed to the complicated tech
world from the very beginning of a time when computers were being introduced into the business
world.
Workshop activities will include discussions and demonstrations of the general use of a computer
with a Windows operating system. Followed by the introduction and the “how to” for collection of
family images which can be posted on a variety of devices for family viewing and printing.
Finally, actual posting of items for viewing or purchase on a website and/or selling platform like
eBay.

WORKSHOPS
Basic windows based computer operation:
· General Use: Internet Connectivity, Antivirus management, Operating system updates,
Computer performance management
· Collecting and Managing Images: Collection of images from a variety of sources, storage on a
windows based computer, various ways to store images being collected, use of cloud storage
options.
· Websites and their use :(understanding the mystery of a website); Sharing images, modifying
images and preparing them for storage and sharing, the website development process,
examples of websites including storage of sale items.
· Selling on eBay: (The how-to and the fun of selling):
1) The components and examples, where PayPal and eBay intersect, show and tell
examples.
2) Showing the selling process and discussing options to make the collection of
images for selling purposes, actual posting of an item on a selling platform.

WHAT TO EXPECT
Upon the completion of each workshop the attendee will have a better understanding of the
elements discussed in each session. And, the attendee will be provided contact information for
reaching out for quick answers to questions they may have and not know who to call.
The workshops have been designed to build upon elementary skills necessary to ultimately be able
to take photos, share photos on a variety of mediums and sell their own memory collectibles if they
wanted.
A final workshop will include the actual taking of a photo of something and posting that item on a
website. This item could be an eBay item.

OUTCOMES
Possess a general understanding of the windows operating computer system—knowing how to
collect digital images—have the capability to manage collected images—have an image of an item
posted on a real website
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